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Manager
Team C
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RSC
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RSC
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RSC

Anita Yip
RSC, Cert A

Deborah Ferguson-Fitch
RSC, Cert A

Christopher Tang
RMS Associate

Lei Lei Win
RSC, Cert A&B

RSC,
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Manager
Team D&G

Paul Guimbatan
Cert A&B
Assistant Manager
Team D

Paul Tang
Cert A&B
Assistant Manager
Team G

David Hayman
RMS Associate

Maryam Torosyan
RMS Associate

Haresh Dadlani
RMS Associate

Tran Luu
RSC

Cat Chan
RSC, Cert A

Wayland Gee
RSC, Cert A&B

Kimberly Gonzales
RSC

Ched Hinger
RSC, Cert A

Alfredo Ortega Hatch
RSC

Arabella Teng
RSC, Cert A&B

Kim Thai
RSC, Cert A&B

Grace Wong
RSC, Cert A&B

Mayumi Cutler
RSC, Cert A&B

David Derpich
RSC, Cert A

Neil Fang
RSC, Cert A

Karen Hagberg
RSC, Cert A

Open
RSC

Terence Ly
RSC